
Generalised Simultaneous Indutive-ReursiveDe�nitions and their Appliation toProgramming in Type TheoryAna BoveDepartment of Computing Siene, Chalmers University of Tehnology412 96 G�oteborg, Swedene-mail: bove�s.halmers.setelephone: +46-31-7721020, fax: +46-31-165655Abstrat. In this work we present a generalisation of Dybjer's shemafor simultaneous indutive-reursive de�nitions for the ases where wehave several mutually reursive prediates de�ned simultaneously withseveral funtions whih, in turn, are de�ned by reursion on those pred-iates. As an appliation, we an use the methodology developed byBove and Capretta for formalising general reursive algorithms to de-�ne nested and mutually reursive algorithms in type theories extendedwith the generalised shema we present in this work. Hene, the resultingde�nitions are suh that the omputational and logial parts are learlyseparated. Moreover, the type-theoreti version of the algorithms is givenby its purely funtional ontent, similarly to the orresponding programin a funtional programming language.1 IntrodutionConstrutive type theory (see for example [ML84,CH88℄) is a formal languagein whih to arry out onstrutive mathematis and where indution is one ofthe main notions. Following the Curry-Howard isomorphism [How80℄, it an alsobe seen as a very expressive programming language with dependent types wherespei�ations are represented as types and programs as objets of those types.Therefore, we an enode in a type a omplete spei�ation, requiring also log-ial properties from an algorithm. As a onsequene, algorithms are orret byonstrution or an be proved orret by using the expressive power of onstru-tive type theory. This is learly an advantage of onstrutive type theory overstandard programming languages. A omputational limitation of type theory isthat, to keep the logi onsistent and type-heking deidable, only struturalreursive de�nitions are allowed, that is, de�nitions in whih the reursive allsmust have struturally smaller arguments.General reursive algorithms are de�ned by ases where the reursive allsare not required to be on struturally smaller arguments. In other words, thereursive alls are performed on objets satisfying no syntati ondition thatguarantees termination. As a onsequene, there is no diret way of formalising



this kind of algorithms in type theory. On the other hand, writing general re-ursive algorithms is not a problem in funtional programming languages likeHaskell [JHe+99℄, sine this kind of language imposes no restritions on reursiveprograms.In [BC02℄, we have developed a methodology to formalise general reursive al-gorithms in type theory that separates the omputational and logial parts of thede�nitions. As a onsequene, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms are lear,ompat and easy to understand. They are as simple as their Haskell versions,where there is no restrition on the reursive alls. Given a general reursivealgorithm, the methodology onsists of de�ning an indutive speial-purposeaessibility prediate that haraterises the inputs on whih the algorithm ter-minates. The type-theoreti version of the algorithm an then be de�ned bystrutural reursion on the proof that the input values satisfy this prediate.Sine the method separates the omputational part from the logial part of ade�nition, formalising partial funtions beomes possible. Proving that a er-tain funtion is total amounts to proving that the orresponding aessibilityprediate is satis�ed by every input.If the algorithm has nested reursive alls, the speial prediate and thetype-theoreti algorithm must be de�ned simultaneously, beause they dependon eah other. This kind of de�nitions is not allowed in ordinary type theory, butit is provided in type theories extended with Dybjer's shema for simultaneousindutive-reursive de�nitions (see [Dyb00℄). When the algorithms are nestedand mutually reursive, we have to de�ne several prediates simultaneously withseveral funtions. As Dybjer only onsiders the ase of one prediate and onefuntion in [Dyb00℄, we need to extend Dybjer's shema so it an onsider sev-eral indutive prediates de�ned simultaneously with several funtions de�nedby reursion on those prediates. We present suh a generalisation of Dybjer'sshema in this paper.As an appliation, we show how we an use the methodology developed in[BC02℄ to formalise nested and mutually reursive algorithms in type theoriesextended with the generalised shema we introdue here.The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In setion 2, we briey reall themain onepts of onstrutive type theory. In setion 3, we illustrate the method-ology presented in [BC02℄ by showing the formalisation of some simple examples.In setion 4, we introdue a generalisation of Dybjer's shema of simultaneousindutive-reursive de�nition for the ases where we have several mutually re-ursive prediates de�ned simultaneously with several funtions whih, in turn,are de�ned by reursion on those prediates. Finally, in setion 5, we presentsome onlusions.2 Construtive Type TheoryAlthough this paper is intended mainly for those who already have some knowl-edge of type theory, we reall the basi ideas and notions that we use. For aomplete presentation of onstrutive type theory, see [ML84,NPS90,CNSvS94℄.



The basi notion in type theory is that of type. A type is explained by sayingwhat its objets are and what it means for two of its objets to be equal. Wewrite a 2 � for \a is an objet of type �".Construtive type theory omprises a basi type and two type formers, thatis, two ways of onstruting new types.The basi type is the type of sets and propositions and we all it Set. Bothsets and propositions are indutively de�ned. A proposition is interpreted as aset whose elements represent its proofs. In onformity with the explanation ofwhat it means to be a type, we know that A is an objet of Set if we know howto form its anonial elements and when two anonial elements are equal.The �rst type former onstruts the type of the elements of a set: for eah setA, the elements of A form a type. If a is an element of A, we say that a has typeA. Sine every set is indutively de�ned, we know how to build its elements.The seond type former onstruts the types of dependent funtions. Let �be a type and � be a family of types over �, that is, for every element a in �,�(a) is a type. We write (x 2 �)�(x) for the type of dependent funtions from� to �. The anonial elements of funtion types are �-abstrations. If f hastype (x 2 �)�(x), then, when we apply f to an objet a of type �, we obtain anobjet f(a) of type �(a). Non-dependent funtions are speial ases of dependentfuntions where the type � does not depend on the type �.A set former or, in general, any indutive de�nition is introdued as a on-stant A of type (x1 2 �1; : : : ;xn 2 �n)Set, for �1, . . . , �n sets. For eahset former, we must speify the onstrutors that generate the elements ofA(a1; : : : ; an) by giving their types, for a1 2 �1; : : : ; an 2 �n.Abstrations are written as [x1; : : : ; xn℄e and theorems are introdued as de-pendent types of the form (x1 2 �1; : : : ; xn 2 �n)�(x1; : : : ; xn). If the name of avariable is not important, one an simply write (�) instead of (x 2 �), both in theintrodution of indutive de�nitions and in the delaration of (dependent) fun-tions. We write (x1; x2; : : : ; xn 2 �) instead of (x1 2 �; x2 2 �; : : : ; xn 2 �).3 Formalising General Reursion in Type TheoryIn [BC02℄, we present a method to formalise general reursive algorithms intype theory in an easy way. Here, we illustrate that method by showing theformalisation of some simple examples.Our �rst example is the quiksort algorithm over lists of natural numbers.We start by introduing its Haskell de�nition. Here, we use the set N of naturalnumbers, the inequalities < and >= over N de�ned in Haskell in the usual way,and the funtions filter and ++ de�ned in the Haskell prelude.quiksort :: [N℄ -> [N℄quiksort [℄ = [℄quiksort (x:xs) = quiksort (filter (< x) xs) ++x : quiksort (filter (>= x) xs)



The �rst step in the de�nition of the type-theoreti version of quiksortis the onstrution of a speial-purpose aessibility prediate assoiated withthe algorithm. To onstrut this prediate, we analyse the Haskell ode andharaterise the inputs on whih the algorithm terminates. Thus, we distinguishthe following two ases:{ The algorithm quiksort terminates on the input [℄;{ Given a natural number x and a list xs of natural numbers, the algorithmquiksort terminates on the input (x:xs) if it terminates on the inputs(filter (< x) xs) and (filter (>= x) xs).From this desription, we de�ne the indutive prediate qsA over lists ofnatural numbers by the following introdution rules:qsA(nil) qsA(�lter((< x); xs)) qsA(�lter((> x); xs))qsA(ons(x; xs))where (< x) denotes the funtion [y℄(y < x) as in funtional programming,similarly for >. We formalise this prediate in type theory as follows:qsA 2 (zs 2 List(N))Setqs anil 2 qsA(nil)qs aons 2 (x 2 N;xs 2 List(N);h1 2 qsA(�lter((< x); xs));h2 2 qsA(�lter((> x); xs)))qsA(ons(x; xs))We de�ne the quiksort algorithm by strutural reursion on the proof thatthe input list of natural numbers satis�es the prediate qsA.quiksort 2 (zs 2 List(N); qsA(zs))List(N)quiksort(nil; qs anil) = nilquiksort(ons(x; xs); qs aons(x; xs; h1; h2)) =quiksort(�lter((< x); xs); h1) ++ ons(x; quiksort(�lter((> x); xs); h2))Finally, as the algorithm quiksort is total, we an proveallQsA 2 (zs 2 List(N))qsA(zs)and use that proof to de�ne the type-theoreti funtion QuikSort.QuikSort 2 (zs 2 List(N))List(N)QuikSort(zs) = quiksort(zs; allQsA(zs))Our method applies also in the formalisation of nested reursive algorithms.Here is the Haskell ode of MCarthy's f91 funtion [MM70℄.f_91 :: N -> Nf_91 n| n > 100 = n - 10| n <= 100 = f_91 (f_91 (n + 11))



where - is the subtration operation over natural numbers, and <= and > areinequalities over N de�ned in the usual way. The funtion f_91 omputes thenumber 91 for inputs that are smaller than or equal to 101 and for other inputsn, it omputes the value n� 10.Following the same methodology, we would onstrut the prediate f91Ade�ned by the following introdution rules (for n a natural number)1:n > 100f91A(n) n 6 100 f91A(n+ 11) f91A(f91(n+ 11))f91A(n)Unfortunately, this de�nition is not orret in ordinary type theory, sine thealgorithm f91 is not de�ned yet and, therefore, annot be used in the de�nitionof the prediate. Moreover, the purpose of de�ning the prediate f91A is tobe able to de�ne the algorithm f91 by strutural reursion on the proof that itsinput value satis�es f91A, so we need f91A to de�ne f91. However, there is anextension of type theory that gives us the means to de�ne the prediate f91Aand the funtion f91 at the same time. This extension has been introdued byDybjer in [Dyb00℄ and it allows the simultaneous de�nition of a prediate P anda funtion f , where f has P as part of its domain and is de�ned by reursionon P . Using Dybjer's shema, we an de�ne f91A and f91 simultaneously asfollows: f91A 2 (n 2 N)Setf91a>100 2 (n 2 N; q 2 (n > 100))f91A(n)f91a6100 2 (n 2 N; q 2 (n 6 100);h1 2 f91A(n+ 11);h2 2 f91A(f91(n+ 11; h1)))f91A(n)f91 2 (n 2 N; f91A(n))Nf91(n; f91a>100(n; q)) = n� 10f91(n; f91a6100(n; q; h1; h2)) = f91(f91(n+ 11; h1); h2)Whenever we have mutually reursive algorithms, the termination of one al-gorithm depends on the termination of the other(s). Hene, the speial-purposeaessibility prediates assoiated with those algorithms are also mutually re-ursive. If the mutually reursive algorithms are not nested, their formalisationis similar to the formalisation of the quiksort algorithm in the sense that we�rst de�ne the aessibility prediate for eah funtion and then, we formalisethe algorithms by strutural reursion on the proof that the input values satisfythe orresponding prediate. If, in addition to mutual reursion, we have nestedalls, we again need to de�ne the prediates simultaneously with the algorithms.In order to do so, we need to extend Dybjer's shema for the ases where wehave several mutually reursive prediates de�ned simultaneously with severalfuntions (Dybjer's shema onsiders only one prediate and one funtion). This1 Observe that here, > and 6 denote relations over the natural numbers while > and< in the above example denoted boolean funtions over N.



generalisation is given in setion 4. In [Bov02℄, the reader an �nd more appli-ations of the generalised shema to programming nested and mutual reursivealgorithms in type theory.As an example of a nested and mutual reursive algorithm, we present analgorithm to reverse the order of the elements in a list of natural numbers whihhas been taken from [Gie97℄. Although this is a very well known and ommontask, the approah we introdue here is not the standard one. Furthermore, it isa very awkward and ineÆient approah. However, it is an interesting exampleif we just take the reursive alls into aount.rev :: [N℄ -> [N℄rev [℄ = [℄rev (x:xs) = last x xs : rev2 x xsrev2 :: N -> [N℄ -> [N℄rev2 y [℄ = [℄rev2 y (x:xs) = rev (y : rev (rev2 x xs))last :: N -> [N℄ -> Nlast y [℄ = ylast y (x:xs) = last x xsIn this example, the algorithm rev reverses a list with the help of the algo-rithms last and rev2. The algorithm last is a struturally smaller reursivealgorithm and its formalisation in type theory is straightforward. The algorithmsrev and rev2 are nested and mutually reursive. In the rest of this setion, wejust pay attention to the two general reursive algorithms rev and rev2 and weassume that we already have a type-theoreti translation of the algorithm last.As usual, we �rst present the introdution rules for the speial-purpose in-dutive prediates revA and rev2A. Notie that, sine the algorithms rev andrev2 are nested, the two prediates need to know about the two algorithms. Inthe following rules, x and y are natural numbers and xs is a list of naturalnumbers. revA([ ℄) rev2A(x; xs)revA(x : xs)
rev2A(y; [ ℄) rev2A(x; xs)revA(rev2(x; xs))revA(y : rev(rev2(x; xs)))rev2A(y; (x : xs))Finally, in type theory we formalise the indutive prediates revA andrev2A simultaneously with the algorithms rev and rev2, reursively de�nedon the prediates.



revA 2 (zs 2 List(A))Setreva1 2 revA(nil)reva2 2 (x 2 A;xs 2 List(A);h 2 rev2A(x; xs))revA(ons(x; xs))rev2A 2 (y 2 A; zs 2 List(A))Setrev2a1 2 (y 2 A)rev2A(y; nil)rev2a2 2 (y; x 2 A;xs 2 List(A);h1 2 rev2A(x; xs);h2 2 revA(rev2(x; xs; h1));h3 2 revA(ons(y; rev(rev2(x; xs; h1); h2))))rev2A(y; ons(x; xs))rev 2 (zs 2 List(A); revA(zs))List(A)rev(nil; reva1) � nilrev(ons(x; xs); reva2(x; xs; h)) � ons(last(x; xs); rev2(x; xs; h))rev2 2 (y 2 A; zs 2 List(A); rev2A(y; zs))List(A)rev2(y; nil; rev2a1(y)) � nilrev2(y; ons(x; xs); rev2a2(y; x; xs; h1; h2; h3)) �rev(ons(y; rev(rev2(x; xs; h1); h2)); h3)Partial funtions may also be de�ned in type theory using the method weillustrated above. See [BC01,BC02℄ for some examples.4 Generalisation of Dybjer's Shema for SimultaneousIndutive-Reursive De�nitionsWe generalise here Dybjer's shema for the ases where we have several mutuallyreursive prediates de�ned simultaneously with several funtions, whih in turnare de�ned by reursion on those prediates. The presentation we introdue hereis by no means the most general one. However, it gives us the neessary theoreti-al strength in order to formalise nested and mutually reursive algorithms withthe methodology presented in [BC02℄ and illustrated in the previous setion.Here, we assume that a de�nition is always relative to a theory ontainingthe rules for previously de�ned onepts. Thus, the requirements on the di�erentparts of the de�nitions are always judgements with respet to that theory.In order to make the reading easier, we use Dybjer's notation as muh aspossible. Then, (a :: �) is an abbreviation of (a1 : �1) � � � (ao : �o) and a smalltype is a type that does not ontain ourrenes of Set.In addition, to help with the understanding of our generalisation, we loselyfollow through this setion the formalisation of the nested and mutually reursivealgorithms f and g that we introdue below. They are a mutually reursiveversion of the algorithm nest presented in [BC01℄.



f :: N -> Nf Z = Zf (S n) = f (g n)g :: N -> Ng Z = Zg (S n) = g (f n)To de�ne the speial-purpose aessibility prediates we study the equationsin the Haskell version of the algorithms. We obtain then the following introdu-tion rules for the indutive prediates fA and gA (for n a natural number):fA(0) gA(n) fA(g(n))fA(s(n)) gA(0) fA(n) gA(f(n))gA(s(n))Formally, in type theory we de�ne the indutive prediates fA and gAsimultaneously with the algorithms f and g, reursively de�ned on the prediates.Their type-theoreti de�nitions are given in the following subsetions.4.1 Formation RulesWe desribe here the formation rules for the simultaneous de�nition of m indu-tive prediates and n funtions de�ned by reursion over those prediates.In order to present the formation rules for prediates and funtions, let{ 1 6 k 6 m, 1 6 w 6 m and m+ 1 6 l 6 m+ n;{ � be a sequene of types;{ �k[A℄ and �w[A℄ be sequenes of small types under the assumption (A :: �);{  l[A; a℄ be a type under the assumptions (A :: �; a :: �w[A℄).Thus, if fl is de�ned by reursion over a ertain prediate Pw, the formationrules for prediates and funtions are of the form:Pk : (A :: �)(a :: �k[A℄)Setfl : (A :: �)(a :: �w[A℄)( : Pw(A; a)) l[A; a℄Note that eah funtion fl atually determines whih is the prediate Pw neededas part of the domain of its formation rule. If we want to be totally formal here,we should indiate this by indexing the w's with l's as in Pwl . However, for thesake of simpliity we will not do so. The reader should keep this dependene inmind when reading the rest of this setion.Observe also that, in the formation rules stated above, we have assumed thatall prediates and funtions have a ommon set of parameters (A :: �). In aseeah prediate and funtion has its own set of parameters (Ah :: �h), we take(A :: �) as the union of the (Ah :: �h), for 1 6 h 6 m+ n.If we arefully analyse the assumptions stated above, we see that none ofour indutive prediates or reursive funtions is known when we onstrut the



sequenes of small types �'s and the types  's. Hene, no one of our prediatesor funtions an be mentioned in those sequenes or types, sine they are not yetde�ned. As a onsequene, no one of our prediates an have any of the otherprediates or funtions as part of its formation rule. On the other hand, eahfuntion is de�ned by reursion on one of our indutive prediates and thus, thisprediate must be part of the domain of the funtion. However, no other of ourprediates or funtions an be part of the formation rule of the funtion.In our example, the formation rules of the prediates fA and gA (P1 andP2 respetively) and of the funtions f and g (f3 and f4 respetively) are asfollows: fA 2 (m 2 N)SetgA 2 (m 2 N)Setf 2 (m 2 N; fA(m))Ng 2 (m 2 N; gA(m))NHere, the sequene � is the empty sequene, the sequenes of small types �'sonsist of the sequene (m 2 N) and the types  's are the set of natural numbersN.4.2 Introdution RulesBefore presenting the shema for the introdution rules of the prediates, wereall the notions of the di�erent premises presented in [Dyb00℄. Then, a premiseof an introdution rule is either non-reursive or reursive.A non-reursive premise has the form (b : �[A℄), where �[A℄ is a small typedepending on the assumption (A :: �) and previous premises of the rule.A reursive premise has the form u : (x :: �[A℄)Ph(A; p[A; x℄), where �[A℄ isa sequene of small types under the assumption (A :: �) and previous premisesof the rule, p[A; x℄ :: �h[A℄ under the assumptions (A :: �;x :: �[A℄) and previ-ous premises of the rule and 1 6 h 6 m. If �[A℄ is empty, the premise is alledordinary and otherwise it is alled generalised.Now, the shema for the jth introdution rule of the kth prediate is thefollowing:introkj : (A :: �) : : : (b : �[A℄) : : : (u : (x :: �[A℄)Pi(A; p[A; x℄)) : : : Pk(A; qkj [A℄)where{ 1 6 k 6 m, 1 6 j and 1 6 i 6 m;{ The b's and the u's an our in any order. The b's and/or the u's an alsobe omitted;{ Eah reursive premise might refer to several prediates Pi. Observe thateah Pi an our in several reursive premises of the introdution rule;{ qkj [A℄ :: �k[A℄ under the assumption (A :: �) and previous premises of therule.



Note that eah pair kj atually determines the �'s, �'s, Pi's and p's thatour in the introdution rule introkj . If we want to be more formal about thisdependene as well as about the fat that there might be several b's and severalu's, we should give the following more preise shema for the jth introdutionrule of the kth prediate:introkj : (A :: �) : : : (bd : �kjd[A℄) : : : (ur : (x :: �kjr [A℄)Pikjr (A; pkjr [A; x℄)) : : :Pk(A; qkj [A℄)where d indiates the dth non-reursive premise and r indiates the rth reursivepremise of the introdution rule, with 0 6 d and 0 6 r. However, for the sakeof simpliity we will not do so and hene, in the rest of this setion we will notwrite extra indies. The reader should keep this in mind when reading the restof the setion.In our example, the introdution rules for the prediates fA and gA areas follows:fa0 2 fA(0)fas 2 (n 2 N;h1 2 gA(n);h2 2 fA(g(n; h1)))fA(s(n))ga0 2 gA(0)gas 2 (n 2 N;h1 2 fA(n);h2 2 gA(f(n; h1)))gA(s(n))Here, fa0 is an introdution rule with no premises. The premises of the rulefas are as follows: (n 2 N) is a non-reursive premise, (h1 2 gA(n)) is anordinary reursive premise (that is, the orresponding � is empty) whih dependson the previous non-reursive premise and �nally, (h2 2 fA(g(n; h1))) is alsoan ordinary reursive premise whih depends on the previous two non-reursiveand reursive premises, respetively. The introdution rules of the prediate gAare similar to those of the prediate fA.4.3 Possible DependeniesWe now spell out the typing riteria for �[A℄ in the shema above. The riteriafor �[A℄, p[A; x℄ and qkj [A℄ are analogous.We write �[A℄ = �[A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; u0; : : :℄ to expliitly indiate the dependeneon previous non-reursive premises b0 : �0[A℄ and reursive premises of the formu0 : (x :: �0[A℄)Pg(A; p0[A; x℄), for 1 6 g 6 m. The dependene on a previousreursive premise an only our through an appliation of one of the simulta-neously de�ned funtions ft, for m+ 1 6 t 6 m+ n. Formally, we have:�[A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; u0; : : :℄ = �̂[A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; (x)ft(A; p0[A; x℄; u0(x)); : : :℄where �̂[A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; v0; : : :℄ is a small type in the ontext(A :: �; : : : ; b0 : �0[A℄; : : : ; v0 : (x :: �0[A℄) t[A; p0[A; x℄℄; : : :)2:2 Note that this ontext is obtained from the ontext of � by replaing eah reursivepremise of the form u0 : (x :: �0[A℄)Pg(A; p0[A; x℄) by v : (x :: �0[A℄) t[A; p0[A; x℄℄.



In our example, the reursive premise (h2 2 fA(g(n; h1))) of the prediatefA depends on the reursive premise (h1 2 gA(n)). This dependene oursthrough the appliation of the simultaneously de�ned funtion g. Similarly, if westudy the dependene on previous reursive premises in the introdution rulesof the prediate gA, we observe that they our through the appliation of thefuntion f.That the dependene on previous reursive premises an only our throughappliations of the simultaneous de�ned funtions ensures the orretness of theindutive-reursive de�nitions. In this way, whenever we apply a prediate tothe result of one of the simultaneously de�ned funtions, we make sure thatsuh argument has been previously onstruted. In addition, observe that as thesimultaneous de�nition of the prediates and the funtions is not yet omplete,the appliation of any previously de�ned prediate or funtion to one of ourreursive premises would be inorret. We ome bak to this matter after wehave presented the equality rules for our example, that is, at the end of nextsubsetion.4.4 Equality RulesIf fy is de�ned by reursion on Pk , the shema for the equality rule for fy andintrokj is as follows, for m+ 1 6 y 6 m+ n and m+ 1 6 z 6 m+ n:fy(A; qkj [A℄; introkj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)) =eyj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; (x)fz(A; p[A; x℄; u(x)); : : :) :  y[A; qkj [A℄℄in the ontext(A :: �; : : : ; b : �[A℄; : : : ;u : (x :: �[A℄)Pi(A; p[A; x℄); : : :)where eyj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; v; : : :) :  y[A; qkj [A℄℄ in the ontext(A :: �; : : : ; b : �[A℄; : : : ; v : (x :: �[A℄) z [A; p[A; x℄℄; : : :):In our example, the equality rules for the funtions f and g are as follows:f(0; fa0) = 0f(s(n); fas(n; h1; h2)) = f(g(n; h1); h2)g(0; ga0) = 0g(s(n); gas(n; h1; h2)) = g(f(n; h1); h2)Here, if we analyse the equality rules for f, we have that the funtion e31 is theonstant funtion 0 and the funtion e32 is the algorithm f itself. The ourreneof g in the right hand side of the seond equality rule for f orresponds to theourrene of fz as one of the arguments of the funtion eyj in the shema above.Similarly, we an analyse the equality rules for the funtion g.We now go bak to the dependene matter. We show the orretness of oursimultaneous de�nition by analysing the way the proofs of fA and gA are



onstruted and the way the results of f and g are de�ned. First, we onstrutthe proofs fa0 and ga0 of fA(0) and gA(0), respetively. Now, we de-�ne both the result of f(0; fa0) and the result of g(0; ga0) as the onstant0. Then, we onstrut the proofs fas(0; ga0; fa0) and gas(0; fa0; ga0)of fA(s(0)) and gA(s(0)), respetively. Now, we de�ne both the result off(s(0); fas(0; ga0; fa0)) and the result of g(s(0); gas(0; fa0; ga0)) as theonstant 0. Reall that fa0 2 fA(0), ga0 2 gA(0), f(0; fa0) = 0 andg(0; ga0) = 0. We an now ontinue by onstruting the proofs of fA(s(s(0)))and of gA(s(s(0))) and subsequently, use those proofs in order to de�ne theresult of the funtions f and g on the natural number s(s(0)). In general, we�rst onstrut the proof h1 of fA(n) and the proof h2 of gA(n), and we thenuse those proofs to de�ne the result of f(n; h1) and of g(n; h1). Thereafter, weonstrut the proofs of fA(s(n)) and of gA(s(n)), whih in turn will be usedto de�ne the result of the funtions f and g on the natural number s(n), and soon.4.5 Reursive De�nitionsIn general, after the simultaneous de�nition of the m prediates and the n fun-tions has been done, we may de�ne new funtions of the form:f 0y : (A :: �)(A0 :: �0)(a :: �k[A℄)( : Pk(A; a)) 0y [A;A0; a; ℄by reursion on Pk, where{ 0 6 y;{ �0 is a sequene of types;{  0y[A;A0; a; ℄ is a type under (A :: �;A0 :: �0; a :: �k[A℄;  : Pk(A; a)).Observe that f 0y might have a di�erent set of parameters than those neededfor the de�nitions of the m indutive prediates and the n reursive funtions3.Note also that both the indutive prediates and the reursive funtions areknown when we de�ne the funtion f 0y and hene, they an be mentioned as partof the type  0y (ompare  0 here with the type  introdued in setion 4.1; there must be already known when stating the types of the prediates and funtionswe are about to de�ne).Now, the equality rules for the new funtions are as follows:f 0y(A;A0; qkj [A℄; introkj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)) =e0yj(A;A0; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; (x)f 0z(A;A0; p[A; x℄; u(x)); : : :)in the ontext(A :: �;A0 :: �0; : : : ; b : �[A℄; : : : ;u : (x :: �[A℄)Pi(A; p[A; x℄); : : :)3 Let us assume here that all the reursive funtions we de�ne afterwards have thesame set of parameters �0. If this is not the ase, we let �0 be the union of the sets ofparameters needed in order to de�ne the new funtions (see setion 4.1 for a similarand more detail explanation of how to onstrut � as the union of the di�erent setsof parameters).



wheree0yj(A;A0; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; v; : : :) :  0y[A;A0; qkj [A℄; introkj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)℄in the ontext(A :: �;A0 :: �0; : : : ; b : �[A℄; : : : ;u : (x :: �[A℄)Pi(A; p[A; x℄);v : (x :: �[A℄) 0z [A;A0; p[A; x℄; u(x)℄; : : :):Note that the riteria are idential for a simultaneously de�ned funtion fland a funtion f 0y de�ned afterwards, exept that the type  0y may depend on as well as on a. In addition, the right hand side of a reursion equation e0yj for f 0ymay depend on u as well as on v. This is simply beause these new dependeniesan our only after the indutive prediates have been de�ned.In our example, after the de�nition of the prediates fA and gA and ofthe funtions f and g has been ompleted, we an de�ne the auxiliary funtionsf 0 and g0 (f 01 and f 02 respetively). These funtions ount the number of stepsthe funtions f and g need in order to ompute their result when applied to aertain natural number n. In addition, they are de�ned by reursion on the proofthat the input natural number satis�es the orresponding speial aessibilityprediate and have the following de�nitions:f 0 2 (m 2 N; fA(m))Nf 0(0; fa0) = 0f 0(s(n); fas(n; h1; h2)) = s(g0(n; h1))g0 2 (m 2 N; gA(m))Ng0(0; ga0) = 0g0(s(n); gas(n; h1; h2)) = s(f 0(n; h1))Here, both e011 and e021 are the onstant funtion 0 and both e012 and e022 are thesuessor funtion over natural numbers.5 ConlusionsIn this work, we generalise Dybjer's shema for simultaneous indutive-reursivede�nitions originally introdued in [Dyb00℄. While Dybjer onsiders the ase withonly one prediate and one funtion in his work, we present here a generalisationof the shema for the ases where we have several mutually reursive prediatesde�ned simultaneously with several funtions whih, in turn, are de�ned byreursion on those prediates.A diret appliation of the general shema for simultaneous indutive-re-ursive de�nitions is the type-theoreti formalisation of nested reursive fun-tions (mutually reursive or not) following the methodology developed in [BC02℄.As we have already mentioned, the formalisation of nested funtions using themethodology in [BC02℄ is not allowed in ordinary type theory, but it an bearried out in type theories extended with the general shema for simultaneous
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